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CASE STUDY

PROJECT

Interior
Impressions

From 500 Staff to 10000 Customers

Sector

Interior (Internal Branding)

Geography

Manchester, UK

Product Type

Frames, Banners, TFS Graphics

Service Type

Logistics + Installation

Client Rating

5/5

Background
The project concerned the largest pay-TV broadcaster in the UK. Part of their growth strategy
for adding and managing over 200.000 new customers within one year was an internal
branding project to deliver an excellent employee and customer experience.
Our partner is a leading agency who develops creative applications to improve the user
experiences of working environments, websites and software. Their organisation is worth
more than £500 million.
The project should transform a 500-staff strong communications department into an
environment of success and inspiration.

Needs and Goals

Challenges

Approach

The end-user recognises that the best
way to move forward is to invest in their
people. Hence their goal was to design an
inspirational work environment and develop
a culture of optimism.

The graphics were supposed to be hung
from the ceiling and applied to the walls
for everyone to see. Some places still had
split batten frames which created a less
appealing look and had to be upgraded.

A single image can motivate a person to
reach their best, inspire or create a feeling
of peace. Hence, the first step was to use
graphics which delivered these effects.

The new system should make it possible to
easily replace graphics in the future and the
installation should not take longer than 3
days to prevent disturbing their staff.

We delivered a full graphics service from
printing and finishing over logistics to
installation. This resulted with 15 tension
fabric systems and graphics – produced and
installed in-house by our interior graphics
experts.

The imagery showed a mixture of
inspirational messages and films to first
encourage and motivate the staff perform
great and remind them that they are part of
something great.

In addition to that, the walls had a metal
mesh behind them which complicated the
process. The installation team had to rely
on scaffolding instead of scissor lifts due
to limited space to setup the installation
equipment.
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Within two days we have completed a site
survey, plan and installed all fabric graphics.
Each visual was positioned at carefully chosen
locations to create the best possible impact.
We have also kept very close contact with our
stakeholders and involved them in all stages
of the project, as we prefer to maintain a very
transparent workflow.
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With the highest quality of fabric graphics, the work environment transformed from a less
colourful to a more appealing and optimistic atmosphere.
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The cost-effectiveness and fast turnover saved our stakeholders costs and a lot of time.
Since we have worked very early, we could prevent disturbing staff members during their
work. Dealing daily with thousands of customers, the communications department is
becoming a centre of excellence and motivation.
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is a multi-accredited, customer-focused and high-quality driven Large Graphics,
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ISO 14001

Installation and Display Specialist who offers the most flexible and quality controlled in-house
service from printing, artworking and finishing to logistics and events. All clients benefit
from a wide range of extra-mile services and support including loyalty schemes, colour
management, opportunities to save costs and 24-hour production cycles.
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All our interior branding projects are served with the

best graphics

and display systems.

Interior graphics
can lead to insp
irational work
environments
and better sale
s. All projects
through an ISO
are run
9001 quality m
anagement syst
get it right the
em to
first time

If you want to tra
nsform your en
vironment and
even better resu
achieve
lts than you ha
ve just seen,
don’t hesitate to
contact us now
.
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